On Good Soil:
Pastoral Planning
for Evangelization and Catechesis with Adults

[Some] seed fell on good soil.
It came up, grew and produced a crop,
multiplying thirty, sixty, or even a hundred times.
Mark 4:7

ON GOOD SOIL

Part Four
The Harvest is
Plentiful:
The Ones Whom
We Catechize

PART FOUR
FEATURES



Ponder and Discuss
Promising Practices

PART FOUR
Introduction:

All are Called
to Deep Communion with Christ

Chapter One: The Call to Awareness
 Forms of Adult Catechesis
 The Adults
to Whom the Church Directs
its Catechetical Activity
 Adult Voices in Today’s Church
 Fundamental Tasks of Catechesis
 The Tasks Lived in the Church

PONDER AND DISCUSS…







What forms of adult catechesis do we see in our
community?
How do we, as a community, adapt our methods and
presentations to the diverse needs of the people with
whom we deal?
What structures do we need to put in place to move
adult evangelization and catechesis forward in our faith
community?
What supports need to be in place within these
structures so that we can adapt our methods and
approaches to our adult population and changing
needs?

FORMS OF ADULT CATECHESIS







Catechesis for Christian Initiation of Adults,
young adults, and children, through the Rite of
Christian Initiation of Adults, and other forms of
catechesis inspired by the catechumenate;
traditional forms of catechesis, often adapted to
the liturgical year or in the extraordinary form of
parish retreats and missions;
the on-going formation of catechists ;
the on-going formation of those involved in the
lay apostolate;

FORMS OF ADULT CATECHESIS (cont’d)






catechesis for use at a time of significant life events, such
as:
 Marriage, the Baptism of children and the other
sacraments of initiation, critical times during youth,
times of illness;
catechesis for special events and experiences, such as
beginning work, military service, or emigration;
catechesis for the Christian use of leisure time, especially
during holidays and travel;
catechesis for special events in the life of the Church and
society.

PROMISING PRACTICES




A small, suburban parish on the East Coast of Canada
has formed an Adult Faith Committee which regularly
meets to share insights and learning gleaned from their
interaction in the grocery store, in the workplace, at the
laundromat and in conversation with friends, as well as
feedback received in the parish, with a view to offering
ever more diverse and effective catechesis for adults.
A large urban diocese in central Canada spent a year
listening to various groups of adults about their hopes
and dreams, and then developed a catechetical
response tailored to the local situation: a three-year
series of catechetical sessions using adult learning
methodologies directed to urban professionals.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…






How does our parish, diocese, or retreat centre
attempt to meet the catechetical needs of adult
Christians who live in this community?
How do we welcome and offer faith formation
to adults who were baptized but never
catechized?
How do we catechize those adults from other
Christian faiths who come to us seeking to
belong to the Roman Catholic community of
faith?

ADULT VOICES IN TODAY’S CHURCH
(GDC n. 172)






Adult Christians who consistently live their faith option and
sincerely desire to deepen it;
Adults who have been baptized but who have not been
sufficiently catechized, or have not brought to fulfilment
the journey begun at Christian initiation, or who have
fallen away from the faith, to such a degree that their
catechetical needs may resemble those of catechumens.
Non-baptized adults, to whom the catechumenate truly
and properly corresponds.
Adults who come from Christian confessions which are
not in full communion with the Catholic Church, inquiring
about belonging.

FUNDAMENTAL TASKS OF CATECHESIS








Promoting knowledge of the faith;
Liturgical education;
Moral formation;
Teaching to pray;
Initiation and education to community life;
Initiation and education to mission.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…



What do I/we consider to be the tasks of
catechesis?
For what are we hoping when our
community is engaged in catechetical
activity with an individual or group? What
outcome do we want from our work in faith
formation?

CATECHESIS… (GDC n. 39)





Catechesis, for its part, transmits the words and deeds of
Revelation;
it is obliged to proclaim and narrate them and, at the
same time, to make clear the profound mysteries they
contain.
Moreover, since Revelation is a source of light for the
human person, catechesis not only recalls the marvels
worked by God in the past, but also, in the light of the
same Revelation, it interprets the signs of the times and
the present life of man, since it is in these that the plan of
God for the salvation of the world is realized.

THE TASKS LIVED IN THE CHURCH (GDC, #175)
CATECHESIS…
 promotes formation and development of life in the Risen
Christ. To do this, we use certain ancient and still relevant
means: learning about and celebrating the sacraments,
making retreats, and receiving spiritual direction;
 educates toward a correct evaluation of the socio-cultural
changes of our societies in the light of faith: thus the
Christian community is assisted in discerning true values in
our civilization, as well as its dangers, and in adopting
appropriate attitudes;
 clarifies current religious and moral questions, that is,
those questions which are encountered by the men and
women of our time: for example, public and private morality
with regard to social questions and the education of future

THE TASKS LIVED IN THE CHURCH (GDC, #175)







CATECHESIS…
clarifies the relationship between temporal actions and ecclesial
action, by demonstrating mutual distinctions and implications and thus
due interaction; to this end, the social doctrine of the Church is an
integral part of adult catechesis;
develops the rational foundations of the faith: that the right
understanding of the faith and of the truths to be believed are in
conformity with the demands of reason and the Gospel is always
relevant; it is therefore necessary to promote effectively the pastoral
aim of Christian thought and culture: this helps to overcome certain
forms of fundamentalism as well as subjective and arbitrary
interpretations;
encourages adults to assume responsibility for the Church's mission
and to be able to give Christian witness in society.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…



What do we look for when we choose
resources for adult catechesis?
How do we find, adapt or develop
good resources? What criteria can we
use?

Criteria for Authentic
and Effective Catechesis


Judging Effectiveness



Readiness to Make Adaptations



Consonance with the Work of the
Church in Canada

JUDGING EFFECTIVENESS (GDC #173/174)








We demonstrate awareness that adult catechesis concerns
persons who have a right and a duty to bring to maturity the seed of
faith sown in them by God. Indeed, in the end, our goal is adult
Catholics of mature faith;
We recognize that adult catechesis is addressed to people who
have many important social responsibilities such as marriage,
employment, and community life. These people are also prey to
many changes and crises, often profound;
We acknowledge that the faith of adults must be continually
enlightened, developed and protected. Growing in faith is a lifelong
process. When faith continually grows, it offers wisdom which gives
sense, unity, and hope to the many experiences of personal, social,
and spiritual life;
We must identify the typical characteristics and needs of Christian
adults.

JUDGING EFFECTIVENESS (GDC #173/174)






We translate these characteristics and needs into
objectives and content;
We listen, paying attention to those who are being
formed in faith. We take into account their condition as
adult men and women, including their problems and
experiences. Likewise, we consider their spiritual and
cultural background, with full respect for their
differences;
We establish the most effective methodological
approaches, choosing formats and models which are
tested and true;

JUDGING EFFECTIVENESS (GDC #173/174)






We show awareness that most adults are lay people,
on whom baptism conferred a mission: the task of
seeking the Reign of God by engaging in temporal
affairs and directing them according to God's will. We
must remember always that all the baptized are called to
holiness;
We form the entire Christian community, so that it may
be a welcoming and supportive environment for those
who seek to grow in wisdom, knowledge and faith;
We provide systematic pastoral care of adults, with
which liturgical formation and the service of charity have
been integrated.

ADAPTATION IS THE NORM
(GDC, #167)
All the baptized, because they are called by God to maturity
of faith, need and have therefore a right to adequate
catechesis. It is thus a primary responsibility of the Church
to respond to this in a fitting and satisfactory manner.
Hence it must be recalled that those to be evangelized are
concrete and historical persons, rooted in a given situation
and always influenced by pedagogical, social,
cultural, and religious conditioning.
They may or may not be aware of this. In the catechetical
process, the recipient must be an active subject,
conscious and co-responsible,
and not merely a silent and passive recipient.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…






What is my attitude when I am conscious of
being the disciple who evangelizes another
person? What is in my heart?
What is my attitude when I, as a catechist, face
the challenge of adapting catechesis to meet
the needs of a person or group at a specific
moment in their life journey or development?
What is in my heart when I am working with
others to remind the community of its apostolic
thrust and outward focus?

Guiding Principles for Adaptation


One. The content of catechesis must be a healthy and
adequate food that respects the elementary, pedagogical
demands of human communications and reflects the
practice of the Church throughout the centuries.
 Such adaptation must be intended to meet each
person where they are, taking into serious account
diversity of circumstances and cultures and
maintains the unity of so many in the one saving
Word (GDC n. 169)
 Since “... all particular initiatives must therefore be
inspired by this criterion,” those responsible for the
formation of catechists are called to ensure that
“...the creativity and talent of the catechist must bow
to it.” (GDC n. 169)

Guiding Principles for Adaptation
(GDC n. 170)


Two. Adaptation must take account of diverse
circumstances:
 differences of culture
 age
 spiritual maturity
 social conditions
 ecclesial conditions

Judging Authenticity of Catechetical Efforts


Efforts to evangelize must recognize that on whatever
“soil” we as Church may tread, God has gone before us and
is active in the adults’ lives, moving, calling, shaping;



Programs, courses, events and activities demonstrate
awareness that adult catechesis concerns persons who
have a right and a duty to bring to maturity the seed of faith
sown in them by God;



Catechetical programs, events and activities are one
dimension of a more comprehensive program of pastoral
care for adults, which also encompasses liturgical formation
and action for charity and justice;

Judging Authenticity of Catechetical Efforts


Profound and respectful listening to adults is the foundation
of any catechetical response;



Listening involves taking account of their problems and
experiences, their spiritual and cultural resources, with full
respect for their differences;



Efforts acknowledge that the individuals with whom we interact
are commissioned to fulfill a variety of social responsibilities;



Efforts portray understanding that, in fulfilling these social
responsibilities, people are subject to many changes and
crises.

Judging Authenticity of Catechetical Efforts









Our catechetical sensitivity acknowledges that the faith
of adults must be continually enlightened, developed and
nurtured;
The aim of our efforts is that adults acquire mature
Christian wisdom which gives sense, unity, and hope to
personal, social and spiritual life;
We are familiar with the typical characteristics and needs
of Christian adults;
In and through catechetical programs, events and
activities, we translate these characteristics into objectives
and content;
In developing catechetical responses to needs, we use the
most effective methods, formats and models possible;

Judging Authenticity of Catechetical Efforts





Catechesis attends to the lay condition of
adults who live, labour and are called to
holiness in the world of family, the workplace
and other temporal affairs;
Our catechetical approach is fashioned on
the model of the catechumenate;
In our programs, events and activities, we
express our conviction that, in forming
individuals, we are also about the formation
of the Christian community.

PART FOUR, CHAPTER TWO
THE CALL TO ACTION
Catechesis must respond to the needs of these specific
groups:
 age related needs, including young adult, mid-life, senior
and others;
 special situations;
 mentalities or environments such as those who live in
urban or rural, those who are immigrants and First Nation;
 life situations such as beginning or ending a career,
retirement, bereavement, deployment for military duty,
beginning parenthood, job loss and others;
 the particular socio-religious or socio-cultural situation.

The Call to Action


Catechesis of the Marginalized



Catechesis for Different Groups and Specialized
Groups
 Urban - Rural Catechesis
 Those who are Chronically Ill
 In the context of Ecumenism & Interfaith Dialogue



Catechesis and Popular Devotion



Catechesis in the Contemporary Socio-cultural
context in Canada



The power of Mass Media in Canadian Culture

PART FOUR
Chapter Two: The Call to Action


Adaptation according to age
 Young adults: Jacob seeking the blessing of Isaac
 Catechesis at Mid-Life
 Old age, gift of God to the Church



Catechesis for Those with Special Needs:

Developmental
 Physical
 Psychological

ADAPTATION ACCORDING TO AGE
What we know
 Canada’s population is aging.
 Age affects the themes, topics and formats in which
people are interested and which are appropriate to them.
 Certain evangelization stages show up more
predominantly in different age groups, for example,
among young adults.
 This presents the Church with “prime opportunities” for
engaging and re-engaging individuals.
 Age affects access such as times of availability or
desirability, hearing, mobility, and participation levels.

PONDER AND DISCUSS–
YOUNG ADULTS






What are the catechetical needs of the young
adults with whom I/we am familiar?
How does my parish, retreat centre, facility, etc.
address these needs?
What evangelization, catechesis and opportunity
for involvement are available for young adults in
our faith community?
What elements besides the catechetical would I
name as constituting a comprehensive mantle of
pastoral care for young adults?

WHEN ELDERS BLESS THE YOUNG…











Spiritual direction could be available to individuals and groups
of young adults, helping them to read the signs of the times in
light of Scripture and Tradition.
Young adults could be welcomed into the community and feel
respected, regardless of outward appearance.
Young adults could be mentored or apprenticed in ministries
and other areas of parish life.
Elders, particularly those living alone, could experience the
support and the companionship of young adults.
The insights and leadership of young adults could be sought
and valued.
The passions of young adults could enliven the elders.
Social justice could be a priority, and the needs and issues of
marginalized persons a motivating force.
The Church would become a blessing community.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…
What evangelization, catechesis and
opportunity for involvement are available for
young adults in our faith community?

GROUPS OF YOUNG ADULTS
requiring the Church’s attention and care









students, those whose major concern is the pursuit of
knowledge, training or skills;
those just entering the job force, their chosen profession,
trade or occupation, or military service;
those entering into relationships, seeking affiliation,
belonging, love, and nurturing;
the newly-married or affiliated;
those who have recently moved away from home,
sometimes seeking work or additional specialized
training;
new parents.

THE IMPORTANCE OF YOUNG ADULTS
IN THE CHURCH
Young adults are often spoken of as “the Church of
the Future.” While the hope and positive sentiment
behind this phrase is undeniable, its utterance does
no service to our young adults, who are in fact a
vital element of “the Church of Today.” This is why
formation is needed now. They are not in some
holding pattern, waiting to assume their rightful
place; they are here among us, with their gifts and
their challenges, their hopes and longings, their joys
and their brokenness.

PROMISING PRACTICES
FOR YOUNG ADULT MINISTRY








Give young adults opportunities or simply the space to form
chapters or engage in activities for D&P Just Youth groups.
Provide access to information about service opportunities.
Offer a variety of service opportunities: long and short-term,
foreign or local.
Invite local professionals representing various agencies to
speak with young adults in your parish and engage them as
partners.
Sponsor short-term live-in experiences of Christian community,
prayer, service, or the integration of these elements.
Engage young adults as leaders or apprentices in parish
projects and ministries.

MORE PROMISING PRACTICES








A three-evening “youth mission”
“Theology on Tap” sessions in a campus pub.
Post talks from “Theology on Tap” on website.
Provide “accompaniment” for young people in
person or online.
Integrate theological reflection with service
projects-- mystagogy after an evening serving
meals to the poor.
“Apprenticing” the young to an older,
sympathetic adult in the community.

CATCHETICAL MINISTRY
WITH THOSE AT MID-LIFE


The “sandwich generation”

PONDER AND DISCUSS…






How are adults at mid-life a specific focus
of concern in our catechetical planning?
What needs of adults at mid-life can we
name?
What forms of catechesis are available for
adults at mid-life?
What are the varieties of experiences of
mid-life that we can name?

PROMISING PRACTICES
FOR PEOPLE AT MID-LIFE






A weekly curling club, for 50+ retirees. They curl for an
hour and then share coffee or lunch.
One large firm tracks the hours that its retirees give in
service to the local food bank, and pledges a certain
number of dollars to that food bank for each hour of
service logged by the retirees.
Sends a copy of the parish bulletin periodically to
“snowbirds”
One retiree from Canada Revenue Services enlists his coworkers on an annual basis to offer tax information
workshops in the parish for seniors, low-income families
and single-parent families.

MINISTRY AMONG ELDERS


“Old age– gift of God to the Church”

PONDER AND DISCUSS




What are the faces of Canada’s aging
population?
How would we describe the aging portion
of our faith community?
What needs would we name in this aging
community?

Characteristics of Catechesis with
the Aging Population




It must respect the particular life experience of the person;
It must be rooted in hope and the promise of fulfillment;
The need for, or the experience of, reconciliation and
peace are common threads in the spirituality of the elderly;



The elderly can often be fruitfully engaged as “wisdom figures”;



The elderly often have time available to spend in
conversation, dialogue and relationship with others;
We must recognize the growing ethical complexity of the
world of senior citizens, including financial, family, sexual
and other issues unknown for seniors in previous
generations.



A WIDE SPECTRUM OF SENIORS










Active retirees with time to give and energy;
Active retirees who have taken on significant commitments
within the family,
“Snowbirds.”
Seniors plagued by health concerns, still living in their own
home.
Seniors or couples living in a seniors’ complex
Senior couples who were once widowed but who now
seek to enter into a new relationship.
Seniors who live alone and are isolated.
Senior individuals or couples in an assisted living
environment.
Senior individuals or couples in need of nursing care.

CATECHESIS FOR ELDERS MUST BE…



A Catechesis of Fulfillment and Hope
A Catechesis characterized by Wisdom
and Dialogue

PROMISING PRACTICES
Examples of opportunities for creative
catechetical ministry with older adults





Enlist some elderly members to work on the
bereavement team
Enlist children in the local school to adopt elderly
people as “grandparents”
Enlist elders as mentors for young people
An urban parish has an avid group of quilters who
meet weekly to make quilts and share social time,
donating the quilts to a hospice for cancer
survivors.

PONDER AND DISCUSS
CATECHESIS FOR THOSE
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS






How is our parish or setting an accessible place
for those with special developmental, physical or
psychological needs?
Do all members of the community have access to
the Sacraments? ... to appropriate catechesis?
Who can we name as “natural partners” in
adapting catechesis for those with special needs?
What catechetical or other support do we offer to
caregivers?

PROMISING PRACTICES
Examples of creative ministry among Adults
with Special Needs







L’Arche communities
Parishes involved in Special Olympics
Scent-free policies in parishes and retreat
centres
Parish lunch and other programs for Children
(after-school, mentoring and summer camp) and
programs for Adults (counselling, referrals and
advocacy) and a Speakers roster.
Parish craft group and prayer group specifically
offered to adults suffering from mental illness

PONDER AND DISCUSS
CATECHESIS AMONG MARGINALIZED PEOPLE







Who comes to mind when I/we hear the
word “marginalized?
What face, what name, can I place on “the
marginalized?”
What catechetical needs do marginalized
people in our area place before us?
How have we responded?
What response do we dream we might
make?

PROMISING PRACTICES
CATECHESIS AMONG MARGINALIZED PEOPLE










Engage a pastoral minister to work with migrant workers
Pastoral agents address needs of seasonal workers
Annual pilgrimage of gypsies to shrine of Ste-Anne-de-Beaupré
in Quebec, includes catechesis adapted to their particular needs
Ministry among refugees
Ministry of chaplains in correctional institutions.
Inner-city churches collaborate on “Out of the Cold”
English conversation and coffee for new immigrants.
Form a social action committee dedicated to welcoming new
Canadians, helping with accommodation, immigration hearings,
finding schools for children, rides to church, shopping, etc.

PONDER AND DISCUSS
CATECHESIS FOR SPECIALIZED GROUPS








Are there professional– or other-- groups in my area that
meet or are organized for reflection, education in faith,
missionary outreach or service?
What professional group am I part of, or am I aware of,
that might benefit from engaging in theological reflection
and faith formation?
What groups of people with common interests exist in
my/our area? What is the potential for such groups
developing?
What are the particular needs and opportunities for peerto-peer or like-to-like ministries in our area?

PROMISING PRACTICES
Catechesis with Specialized Groups









Groups of Catholic professionals gather, talk about issues of
common interest, or join in social action or outreach; e.g.
Legatus, Thomas More society (lawyers), Physicians for Life
and Catholic Physicians, groups of Catholic teachers
A bishop gathers Catholic media professionals for breakfast
and conversation
A bishop gathers artists for informal sharing, and exploring
opportunities for creative social outreach
Catholic Health Care workers gather to reflect on issues.
The Canadian Catholic School Trustees Association
Catholic Women’s League of Canada offers faith formation
for members

URBAN AND RURAL CATECHESIS
(GDC, #192)
The service of the faith today takes careful note of the
environment and human habitats.
It is in these that the person
lives his concrete existence.
It is here that he is influenced and that he influences.
Here too he exercises his responsibilities.
Very broadly, two major environments must be
mentioned: rural and urban.
Both call for different forms of catechesis.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…
Urban and Rural Catechesis






What do I or we think might be the specific
challenges and pastoral issues of living in a rural
community of faith? What are the blessings of
living in a rural community?
What would be the challenges and pastoral
issues of living in an urban community of faith?
What would be the blessings?
Why would it be important to take into account
the specific realities in planning and offering adult
catechesis?

LIFE IN RURAL CANADA
HAS BEEN INFLUENCED BY…






developments in technologies (patented seeds,
new and more efficient machines which profoundly
affect human labour, etc.);
economic factors such as low wheat prices, overfishing our waters or irresponsible tilling of the
farm land, leading to environmental destruction;
unprecedented social change, out migration,
centralization of education and other services,
shifting values, and other changing factors.

DIVERSE FACES OF RURAL CANADA









outport Newfoundland, decimated by the collapse of the
Northern Cod Fishery and hurting in the face of the new
prosperity of St. John’s;
the Saskatchewan farmer, facing loss of the family farm;
the prosperous Ontario farmer, hiring seasonal migrant
workers from Latin America or the U.S.;
the Manitoba wheat farmer struggling to deal with issues of
patented seeds;
the operator of the tree farm in British Columbia hiring
migrant students as planting crews;
the person living and working in Canada’s north, dealing
with climate, high cost of living & separation from family,
friends and community.

URBAN CATECHESIS (GDC, #192)







Urban catechesis must take account of a variety
of social conditions, sometimes so extreme as to
extend from exclusive areas of prosperity to
pockets of poverty and marginalization. In our
larger centres:
stress can dominate the rhythm of life;
mobility is easy;
there are many temptations to escapism and
irresponsibility;
oppressive anonymity and loneliness are
widespread.

DISCERNMENT
The specific catechetical needs shaped by geography in
Canada require sensitive and discerning leadership. When
discerning catechetical responses in rural and urban
situations, we are called to ask:
 who are these people?
 what are their needs?
 what is the Good News these people long to hear
proclaimed?
 what are the implications for the content of catechesis?
 what are the implications for process? What would work
best?
 how do we adapt resources, programs, schedules,
mindsets to meet these specific needs?

WHAT ABOUT YOU, YOUR SETTING?








Who are the people you encounter?
What are their needs?
What is the Good News these people long to
hear proclaimed?
What are the implications for the content of
catechesis?
What are the implications for process? What
would work best?
How will you adapt resources, programs,
schedules, mindsets to meet these specific
needs?

Promising Practices
Examples of creative urban and rural catechesis




A group of volunteers at a parish “Out of
the Cold” site in a downtown urban centre
gather interested clients for a Bible study.
In some rural settings, where human and
financial resources are at a premium,
several parishes or a region collaborate on
common catechetical sessions for the
Catechumenate.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…
Catechetical Ministry among those who are Chronically Ill







What are the particular concerns of those dealing
with chronic illness?
How does your faith community reach out to and
support those who deal with chronic illness?
What support do you offer to their families?
What support do you offer to caregivers, doctors,
nurses and other professionals in this
emotionally straining field?

PROMISING PRACTICES
Examples of Catechetical Ministry
with people who are Chronically Ill




One parish offers periodic workshops for families,
focussing on skills for dealing with the stress of
chronic illness in the light of faith.
One parish has developed a respite care ministry,
offering parishioners who volunteer their time to
“give the family a break,” and talk with the sick
person with a specific intent of sharing faith and
uncovering meaning in the experience of illness.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…
Catechesis in the context of Ecumenism &
Interfaith Dialogue




What should be the Church’s attitude when
it comes to dialogue and relationship with
traditions and faiths other than Christianity?
How can we guide people to a respectful
stance that still seeks to model and
proclaim the wonder of Christ, present in
our world and in our midst?

The growing religious diversity in Canada
calls the Church to new forms of awareness:




we must be ever more ecumenically and
culturally sensitive and aware, ever better
listeners and partners in dialogue;
in order to be a truly respectful partner in
ecumenical and interfaith dialogue, in
order to genuinely value the gift that the
other has, brings to the table, and is, we
must be solidly grounded in and
knowledgeable of our own faith.

Promising Practices
Ecumenical and interreligious activity





Catholics throughout Canada gather to pray for Christian
unity during the Week for Christian Unity.
A parish in a small city hosted an evening where interested
parties representing Islam, Judaism and Christianity came
together to explore their common ancestor in faith–
Abraham– and what he might have to say to us today.
Catechists in a small city met in the wake of September 11,
2001 to discuss how to foster in adults and children in their
community a knowledgeable and healthy attitude to Islam.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…
Catechesis and Popular Devotion







What role does popular devotion play in your
own spiritual life?
What role has such devotion played during past
periods of your life, such as when you were
young, or in your family of origin?
What groups in your parish seek and desire
more popular devotional life today?
What expressions of “popular piety” are you
familiar with in your parish or area?

POPULAR PIETY
Popular piety is an expression of faith which avails
of certain cultural elements proper to a specific
environment which is capable of interpreting and
questioning in a lively and effective manner the
sensibilities of those who live in that same
environment.
(Directory on Popular Piety and the Liturgy, Extracts from the address of
His Holiness Pope John Paul II to the Plenary Meeting of The
Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments,
n. 4)

POPULAR PIETY
Popular piety, in its best essence, is a form of inculturation…
the Church in general looks favourably on expressions of
popular piety and devotion which are authentic and fitting
expressions of the faith of people, finding healthy expression
in new ways in a new land. The Church reminds us that...
“... At the same time, it should not be forgotten that these
traditions and, by analogy, some recent cultural initiatives in
civil society often embody values which are not difficult to
integrate with the demands of faith. It rests with the
discernment of Pastors to preserve the genuine values found
in the culture of a particular social context and especially in
popular piety, so that liturgical celebration above all on
Sundays and holy days does not suffer but rather may
actually benefit." (Directory on Popular Piety, n. 95)

Criteria for evaluation
of expressions and experiences of popular piety







Does it indicate a certain thirst for God such as only those
who are simple and poor in spirit can experience?
Does it arouse in people a capacity for self dedication and
for the exercise of heroism when there is a question of
professing the faith?
Does it give people a keen sensitivity by virtue of which
they can appreciate the ineffable attributes of God-- God’s
compassion, providence, benevolence and loving
presence?
Does it develop in the inmost depths of people habits of
virtue rarely to be found otherwise in the same degree,
such as patience, acceptance of the Cross in daily life,
detachment, and openness to others and a spirit of ready
service?

Criteria for evaluation (cont’d)







Does it recognise that the Liturgy is the centre of
the Church's life and cannot be substituted by, or
placed on a par with, any other form of religious
expression?
Does this form of piety lead people toward the
celebration of the Liturgy?
Does it appear in any way to be corrupted by
factors that are inconsistent with Catholic
doctrine?
Is it motivated by a biblical spirit, since it is
impossible to imagine a Christian prayer without
direct or indirect reference to Sacred Scripture?

Criteria for evaluation (cont’d)






Does it exhibit a liturgical spirit? Is it disposed
properly for or echo the mysteries celebrated in
the liturgical actions?
Does it convey an ecumenical spirit, in
consideration of the sensibilities and traditions of
other Christians without, however, being
restricted by inappropriate inhibitions?
Is it informed by an anthropological spirit which
both conserves symbols and expressions of
importance or significance for a given nation
while steering away from meaningless or archaic
forms and expressions?

Criteria for evaluation (cont’d)






Is it imbued with a pedagogical awareness and
realized gradually, always taking into
consideration time and particular circumstances?
Does it show a correct understanding of the
relationship between the particular Church and
the universal Church?
Is the veneration of the Blessed Virgin Mary, of
the Angels and Saints, and prayer for the dead
set in the context of the relationship between the
heavenly Church and the pilgrim Church on
earth– the Communion of Saints?

PROMISING PRACTICES
Catechesis on popular piety






A youth pastoral team at a popular shrine evangelizes
other youth who come to the site.
A pilgrimage takes on a specifically catechetical
dimension, enriching the devotional aspect.
Use opportunities of popular piety to catechize the wider
community, both about the cultures of various groups
and about the deep theology of Catholic piety. In the
end, all pious practices must lead us to the heart of the
Lord, and to no one or no where else.
Make use of Eucharistic congresses, devotion to Mary,
or devotion to St. Anne at St. Anne de Beaupre as
moments to catechize.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…
Catechesis in the Contemporary Socio-cultural context in Canada








What is the profile of my community? Who lives here?
What is the language they speak at home?
How many were born in this area? How many migrated
from elsewhere in Canada? How many immigrated from
other countries?
Canada’s foreign-born population numbers over 6,186,950
persons. How does my faith community meet them? How
do we learn their needs? How do we engage in missionary
outreach?
In 2006, nearly 150 languages were reported as a mother
tongue among the foreign-born population of Canada.
How does this affect our missionary, catechetical and
pastoral activity?

INCULTURATION
We can say of catechesis,
as well as of evangelization in general,
that it is called to bring
the power of the Gospel
into the very heart of culture and cultures.
(GDC n. 202)

CRITERIA FOR INCULTURATION (GDC, #203)
We must…

know in depth the culture of persons and the extent of its penetration
into their lives;

recognize a cultural dimension in the Gospel itself, recognizing that the
Gospel cannot be isolated from the cultures in which it was initially
inserted and in which it has found expression through the centuries;

proclaim the profound change, the conversion, which the Gospel works
in culture;

give witness to the transcendence and the non-exhaustion of the
Gospel with regard to culture, while at the same time discerning those
seeds of the Gospel which may be present in culture;

promote a new expression of the Gospel in accordance with
evangelized culture;

maintain integrally the content of the faith and ensure that the doctrinal
formulations of tradition are explained and illustrated, while taking into
account the cultural and historical circumstances of those being
instructed.

EVANGELIZATION OF CULTURES
WHAT DOES THIS INVOLVE? GDC n. 204







listening to the culture of the people, to discern a
sign or an echo of the word of God;
discernment of what has an authentic Gospel
value or is at least open to the Gospel;
purification of what bears the mark of sin
(passions, disordered, structures of evil) or of
human frailty;
stimulating to an attitude of radical conversion to
God, of dialogue, and of patient interior
maturation.

Catechesis in support of
evangelization of cultures (GDC n.205)
We seek to engage in a catechesis that:
 inspires intellectual assimilation of the faith;
 touches the heart of the individual and the culture;
 transforms conduct;
 generates a dynamic life which is unified by the
faith;
 bridges the gap between belief and life;
 connects the Christian message and the cultural
context;
 brings forth the fruits of true holiness.

THIS CATECHESIS WILL (GDC n.206)









involve the whole People of God, and not just a few
experts, since the people reflect the authentic 'sensus
fidei' of which we must never lose sight;
be guided and encouraged, but not forced, lest it give rise
to negative reactions among Christians;
be an expression of the community's life, one which must
mature within the community itself and not be exclusively
the result of erudite research;
require the cooperation in catechesis of all who live in the
same cultural condition – clergy, pastoral workers
(catechists) and laity;
respect and include the family dimension, as family is of
vital importance in many cultures.

PONDER AND DISCUSS…
The power of Mass Media in Canadian Culture




It has been said that the very
evangelization of modern culture depends
to a great extent on the influence of the
media. (GDC n. 209)
What is your response to this insight?

MEDIA AND EVANGELIZATION (GDC n.209)









We are called to a greater appreciation of the media for
their specific communication quality;
We are encouraged to realize the importance of
balancing the language of image and that of word;
We are urged to safeguard the genuine religious
meaning of selected forms of expression;
We must promote critical maturity among audiences,
stimulating them to a deep, personal discernment of what
has been received from the media;
We are urged to produce catechetical aids congruent
with this aim;
We must foster the effective co-operation of all those
engaged in pastoral initiatives.

Forms and means to inculturate the faith

A checklist based on GDC n. 207 & 208







Has our intervention been a means of the person
forming a living and active relationship with Jesus Christ
in His Church?
Is the Gospel message perceived as relevant to those
who hear it through our lives and lips?
Has our catechetical effort resulted in an increased
ability to relate faith and life?
Through our community’s catechetical activity, has the
person acquired new motivations in life?
Do they show signs of having developed an informed
conscience?

Forms and means to inculturate the faith
A checklist based on GDC n. 207 & 208– cont’d








Have they developed a biblical and sacramental language?
Do they know something of the history of their Christian
family?
Does the rhythm of the liturgical year sustain them, their
prayer, and their hope?
Do they show signs of turning to the Church for sustenance
and catechesis on occasions of particular significance such
as marriages, funerals, visits to the sick, feasts of patron
saints and other life events?
Does our catechesis respect and value the language
proper to the message, especially biblical language?
Does the catechesis stimulate new expressions of the

PROMISING PRACTICES

Inculturated Catechesis







In areas where immigration is a notable feature of life, we
are called to a new ministry of support and advocacy with
new immigrants.
Sharing various religious traditions, for example, when a
city’s Philippino population shares its religious and ethnic
traditions at a Pentecost pot-luck.
Engaging in the RCIA among immigrant communities has
led to a mutual enrichment;
There has grown up some experimentation with RCIA in Frenchspeaking Canada, as both new immigrants have come to Quebec in
significant numbers, and there has been greater clarity of realization
that not all baptized Catholics have received adequate spiritual,
sacramental and pastoral food for life’s journey.

Forms and means of inculturated catechesis
(GDC n.214)
The Christian community as catechist is called to:

promote a widespread catechesis which serves to overcome ignorance
and misinformation, the great obstacle of every attempt at inculturation:
this permits that dialogue and direct involvement of persons who can
best indicate effective ways of proclaiming the Gospel;

conduct pilot-schemes of inculturation of the faith within a programme
established by the Church: the Catechumenate of adults according to
the RCIA assumes a particularly influential role in this respect;

provide for the translation of guides and directories into the various
languages, promoting, by means of catechetical centres, a
homogenous catechetical service for each ethnic group;

rstablish a dialogue of reciprocal learning and of communion between
the Churches, allowing “for the certification of experiences, criteria,
programmes, tools and for a more valid and up to date inculturation.”

FUNDAMENTAL TASKS OF
ADULT CATECHESIS







Promoting knowledge of the faith;
Liturgical education;
Moral formation;
Teaching to pray;
Initiation and education to
community life;
Initiation and education to
mission.

PART FOUR
APPENDICES
Appendix A:
A checklist to evaluate our progress in
evangelization and catechesis with adults

